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Applications of ionic liquids (ILs) in electrified interfaces and electrochemical systems require insight into the
molecular-level structure and properties of the interfacial ILs. Using atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations,
we show here that a new double-layer stacking formation of the [Bmim][PF6] IL can be triggered by the surface negative
charge. We also found that the double-layer formation induced by the surface charge thoroughly extended into the bulk
phase, implying a strong unscreened ion effect in our IL system. Further study indicated that the double-layer formation
in the bulk phase was due to a rapid structural transition. Different IL formations, including the conventional
adsorption layer and the double-layer formation, can be achieved in sequence by increasing the surface negative charge.
Moreover, the diffusion ability of the new double-layer formation in the bulk phase is much lower when compared to
that observed in its original uncharged condition. The structure and properties of the ILs formation may be attributed to
the tail-tail aggregation hypothesis of the nonpolar domain in the IL.

1. Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) are fascinating melts of salts that remain in
the liquid state at or near room temperature. As a kind of molten
salt composed of cations and anions at room temperature, ILs
were used as electrolytes at the very start3 Additionally, its broad
electrochemical windows, high ionic conductivity, nonflammability, and low vapor pressure endow it with great potential
applications in fuel cells, capacitors, and conductive composite
materials. For applications in these fields, ILs will inevitably
contact charged solid surfaces or be transported in charging and
discharging microporous cells.4-12 Hence, a more detailed understanding of the ILs at charged surfaces on the molecular level is
essential. Only further analysis of the microlevel behavior of the
ILs at the charged surface can allow us to design and optimize
different devices to achieve the best practical performance.
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To date, it has been documented that ILs can be adsorbed onto
some electrode surfaces.13,15,19 For example, Nanjundiah et al.14
have found that several ILs used as electrolytes can induce
double-layer capacitance phenomena on the surface of an Hg
electrode and obtained the respective capacitance values of
different ILs. Hyk and Stojek15 have also studied the IL thin
layer on electrode surfaces and implied that counterions showed a
substantial influence on the IL distributions. Kornyshev16 have
further discussed IL formations on electrode surfaces, suggesting
that IL studies should be based on modern statistical mechanics of
dense Coulomb systems or density-functional theory rather than
classical electrochemical theories that hinge on a dilute-solution
approximation. For example, although a traditional Stern diffusion
double-layer model can be successfully applied in aqueous electrolytes, it is not appropriate for IL systems. There are three conventional models to describe the charge distribution of an ion near a
charged surface: the Helmholtz model, the Gouy-Chapman model, and the Stern model. In the case of ILs, which model can best
explain and fit the experimental data is still controversial. New
complex models have been suggested by some researchers to explain
the distinct capacitance properties of ILs at the electrode surface, in
which the cations and anions of the ILs can form an alternate layer,
producing net charges in each layer. It can simply explain the special
capacitance-voltage dependence seen in several experimental
results.14,17 Because these new models depend critically on the
interfacial structure of the ionic liquid adjacent to the electrode,
an understanding of the molecular-level behavior is necessary.
Despite these different models, little attention has been paid to
the molecular-level description of ILs on a charged surface.
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Baldelli19 made use of sum frequency generation vibrational
spectroscopy (SFG) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) to investigate the structuring of ions at the surface of a metal
electrode and ILs. The results indicated a Helmholtz layer of
one ion in thickness. The simulation18 of IL confined between
electrified walls has indicated that ionic liquid can form a
Helmholtz-type layer on a positively charged wall but not on a
negatively charged wall. Note that the negative charge density
distributed in the walls, which is about 0.00125 e/Å2, is comparatively small and that the chosen ionic liquid, [Dmim][Cl], has a
[Cl]- anion with a small volume, which easily diffuses and adsorbs
onto the positively charged wall. A recent scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) study20 has confirmed the double-layer behavior of ILs at the Au(100) surface. Mezger and co-workers21 have
measured the IL molecular-level formation on a negatively
charged sapphire surface by high-energy X-ray reflectivity in a
synchrotron radiation facility. They suggested that ILs can form a
double-layer stacking formation adjacent to the charged surface.
They also implied that the features of the ILs are different from
those of other high-temperature molten salts and do not have a
complete screening effect between ions,22-24 which was in apparent disagreement with the previous simulation results18,25 and the
experimental observations.19,30,31,33
Our primary purpose is to try to resolve the apparent discrepancies in the observed IL nature on charged surfaces. Motivated by this aim, we investigated the microstructures and possible
molecular arrangements of an IL designated [Bmim][PF6] (1-butyl3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate) on a negatively
charged surface using a fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulation. We adjusted the negative charge density of the surface to study
how the surface charge affects the arrangement of the cations and
anions adjacent to the solid surface. The results showed that a
double-layer stacking formation of the [Bmim][PF6] IL was formed
when the negative charge density of the surface was gradually
increased. We also found that the double-layer formation induced
by the surface charge thoroughly extended into the bulk phase,
implying a strong unscreened ion effect in our IL system. Further
investigation indicated that the double-layer formation in the bulk
phase was due to a rapid structural transition that was triggered by
the negative surface charge. Hence, a new alternate double-layer
stacking model would be more appropriate for describing the IL
distribution near a highly charged electrode surface. Moreover, the
diffusion ability of the new double-layer formation in the bulk phase
is much lower when compared to that observed under the original
uncharged condition because of the tail-tail aggregation of the
nonpolar domain in the IL. It is important to note that the concept
of the double layer in the IL may not be the same as the conventional
electrical double layer. It is more of a net-charged stacking double
layer composed of the net cation layer and the net anion layer.

2. Methodology and Simulation Details
The [Bmim][PF6] molecule was treated as a systematic all-atom
OPLS-AA force field29 as developed by Lopes et al.,30 which was
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M.; Stratmann, M.; Dosch, H. Science 2008, 322, 424–428.
(22) Lanning, O. J.; Madden, P. A. J. Phys. Chem. B 2004, 108, 11069–11072.
(23) Reed, S. K.; Lanning, O. J.; Madden, P. A. J. Chem. Phys. 2007, 126,
084704.
(24) Kislenko, S. A.; Samoylov, I. S.; Amirov, R. H. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.
2009, 11, 5584–5590.
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of [Bmim][PF6] with atomic labels
and schematic configuration of the simulation box.

successfully used in our previous simulations.31,37 The model
system consisted of 447 [Bmim][PF6] molecules and 2 flat surface
sheets in a tetragonal box. The surface sheet is constructed from
16  16 two-dimensional simple cubic lattices in which the lattice
constant is 0.23 nm, leading to a final surface dimension of 3.680 
3.680 nm2. The 447 [Bmim][PF6] molecules of bulk-phase IL were
simulated first for 2 ns in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble to
ensure full equilibration. Then, the equilibrium bulk phase IL was
placed on a flat surface (negatively charged sheet) aligned in the Z
direction (shown in Figure 1). However, the IL bulk phase was not
in contact with the surface sheet; it was approximately 0.3 nm
away from the surface. The surface sheet was parallel to the XY
plane. We also constructed a positively charged sheet in our simulated system, constrained at the distal Z axis to make the system
neutral. This positively charged sheet was about 6 nm away from
the negatively charged surface and 12 nm away from the periodic
image of the bulk liquid on the Z axis. The distance was great
enough that the interaction between the IL and the positively
charged sheet could be ignored. In addition, every atomic unit
within the flat surface sheet was assigned a quantitative negative
charge in the different simulation systems. We constructed nine
independent systems, and the negative charge quantities of the unit
atom were set to 0 e, -0.005 e, -0.010 e, -0.015 e, -0.020 e,
-0.025 e, -0.030 e, -0.035 e, and -0.040 e, respectively. When
the unit atom was charged with the highest quantity of -0.040 e,
the surface charge density was about -0.005 e/Å2. This is close to
the surface charge density of some semiconductor surfaces under
full illumination21 or certain conventional electrode surfaces.38-40
The final configurations of the systems, starting from the initial IL
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Figure 2. Mass density profile of the [Bmim][PF6] along the Z axis
at different charged surfaces. The results were calculated by utilizing the final 2 ns of production.

configurations, include 447 ion pairs and the surface sheets within
a 3.680 nm  3.680 nm  30.000 nm tetragonal box. The surface
van der Waals (vdW) interactions were represented by a 6-12
Lennard-Jones potential with the following cross-sectional parameters: σ = 0.32275 nm and ε = 1.3192 kJ/mol. These parameters
approximately represent the vdW interaction of a quartz (SiO2)
surface. A weighted average of silicon and oxygen atom parameters, taken from the OPLS force field,29 was used with a geometric combination rule.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions. In
all of the simulations, the bond length was constrained using the
LINCS algorithm. The cutoff of the Lennard-Jones interactions
was taken to be 1.2 nm. The long-range Coulomb interactions
were handled by PME with a cutoff of 1.5 nm and a grid spacing
of 0.12 nm. To mitigate the interaction between neighboring cells
along the Z axis, a vacuum space of 12 nm above the slab was
retained.18 The flat surface sheet was fixed in our simulations.
Because the melting point of the bulk [Bmim][PF6] at ambient
pressure (0.1 MPa) was estimated to be approximately 279 K,41 a
series of simulations were performed at a fixed temperature at
300 K using Gromacs 3.242 to make sure that the IL was in the
liquid state. The Berendsen thermostat was used to mimic weak
coupling; cations and anions were separated into two heat baths
with a temperature coupling constant of 0.1 ps. All systems were
run for 1 ns at 1000 K and then annealed from 1000 to 300 K in
three stages: 1 ns at 800 K, 1 ns at 600 K, and 1 ns at 300 K.
Subsequently, all of the configurations were equilibrated in the
NVT simulation for 8.0 ns followed by a trajectory of 2.0 ns, with
a time step of 2 fs used for the analyses.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. IL Density Distribution. It was demonstrated that the
IL can form an interfacial dense layer at the solid surface.18,21,24-28
In our previous studies,31 three obvious dense layers of the [Bmim][PF6] IL are capable of forming on the graphite surface. A recent
STM experiment20 also found that the BMIþ cation can be adsorbed as an order layer on an Au electrode. However, how the increased value of the negative surface charge affects the interfacial
layer is not clear. Figure 2 shows the mass density profile triggered
by different negative charges along the Z axis; there is always
dense layer formation near the charged surface in which the first
IL layer is remarkably higher than the bulk density. The height
of the first peak close to the surface for the -0.025 e negatively
(40) Baldelli, S. Acc. Chem. Res. 2008, 41, 421–431.
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charged surface is about 100% higher than that of the bulk IL.
Note that the width of the first IL peak decreases with increasing
value of the surface negative charge, especially at -0.020 e. As the
surface charge exceeds the value of -0.025 e, the first IL broad
peak transitions to a sharp peak and produces a new second peak
positioned at approximately 0.6 nm, a location at which there was
originally no peak, and was the bottom of the density distribution
at the small negatively charged surface.
The above results imply that cation-anion alternating doublelayer formation is present at the negatively charged surface. In
fact, the new second peak at 0.6 nm corresponds to the anion
peak, which can be further confirmed in the cation-anion density
distribution (subsection 3.2). When the value of the surface
negative charge is high enough, the surface negative charge can
closely adsorb the cation on the charged surface and repulse the
anion. This Coulombic interaction will induce cation and anion
separation into a double-layer formation. In addition, the second
IL density peak at 0.8 nm also decreases slowly with the increase
in the value of the surface negative charge. Beyond the first two
density peaks in the dense layer, the IL density converges swiftly
to the bulk liquid density.
3.2. Cation and Anion Density Distribution. To understand more details of the cation and anion microstructure at the
charged surface, the cation and anion density distributions of
different charged surfaces were investigated. Figure 3a shows the
mass density profiles of the cation and the anion for the surface
charge at -0.005 e. They are strikingly similar to the cation and
anion density distributions for the uncharged surface,31 having a
noticeable high-density layer at the interface and three separate
anion peaks. The results reveal that the IL also retains a “checkerboard formation”21 at the small negatively charged surface,
having no separated double-layer formation. However, when
the value of the surface negative charge was increased stepwise,
the IL formation at the charged surface started to produce a much
higher cation peak. As shown in Figure 3b, this cation peak is
present at the negatively charged surface of -0.020 e because of
the intensive surface attraction interaction. A new, small anion
peak had slightly separated from the cation peak by the tremendous repulsive interaction of the negatively charged surface. This
anion peak had also been partially ascribed to compensate for the
net positive charge of the bottom cation layer. Because the first
layer near the charged surface normally would overscreen the
surface charge, the IL will present subsequent charge oscillations
about a mean potential. We have also found that there are no
multilayer formations at the surface when it has a charge of
-0.020 e. Instead, it converges quickly to the bulk liquid state.
This result is similar to that reported by Baldelli’s experimental
investigation.19
In fact, because of the strong Coulombic interaction and other
dipole-dipole, van der Waals, and hydrophobic interactions
between the cations and the anions, it is very hard to separate
the cations and anions into two alternate layers. However, once
the surface is charged with a higher negative charge value, the
adsorptive cation may be separated as an entire layer to screen
the surface charges. Thus, the bottom cation layer and the
negatively charged surface construct an electrical double-layer
formation.14-21 As suggested by Kornyshev,16 the “lattice saturation” phenomenon will occur in this IL system. Thus, the collective effect of the surface charge and the cation-anion interaction
may induce the rearrangement of the IL formation. Figure 3c
shows the mass density profiles of the cation and the anion with a
surface charge of -0.025 e. It is surprising to find that a very
regular pattern of cation and anion density distribution layers is
present in this charged surface system. This is very different from
DOI: 10.1021/la101107b
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Figure 4. (a) Distributions of the volume charge density of
[Bmim][PF6] at a -0.025 e negatively charged surface. (b) Sliced
average charge density per unit surface area scaled to the absolute
value of the surface charge density of the -0.025 e negatively
charged surface. σe is the absolute value of the surface charge
density of the -0.025 e negatively charged surface. The charge
density per unit surface area is calculated for 0.1-nm-thick slices.

Figure 3. Mass density profiles of cations and anions along the
Z axis for the three different surface charges at (a) -0.005 e,
(b) -0.020 e, and (c) -0.025 e. The inset scheme is a possible layering
arrangement of cations and anions for the surface charge at -0.025 e.

the density distributions of the small, negatively charged surface.
In addition, newly separated cation and anion peaks were
composed of many alternating double-layer formations near the
charged surface. These results are consistent with Mezger’s highenergy X-ray reflectivity measurement,21 in which they found that
ILs could form several double-layer stacking formations (five to
six layers) adjacent to the negatively charged sapphire surface.
However, this double layer also can be verified by the volume
charge distribution of [Bmim][PF6] at the -0.025 e negatively
charged surface, shown in Figure 4a. There are intensive charge
density oscillations at this surface. The results agree well with the
double layer of the previous mass density profile. To understand
the anatomy of this alternating double layer, better we also have
12670 DOI: 10.1021/la101107b

sliced the IL bulk into 0.1 nm layers for which we show the
average charge density per unit surface area, scaled to the absolute
value of the charge density of the -0.025 e negatively charged
surface (Figure 4b). It is found that the first group of positive
charge closest to the negatively charged surface delivers values
that are smaller than the absolute value of the negatively charged
surface. This effect corresponds to the lattice saturation suggested
by Kornyshev.16 The first positively charged layer is compensated
for by the next layer, still excessively oppositely charged, and off it
goes. If this lattice saturation effect is strong enough, then this
oscillatory cation-anion layer will extend into a very distant bulk.
To estimate this oscillatory decay, we also have calculated the
effective thickness of this formed double layer at the -0.025 e
charged surface by upgraded Poisson-Boltzmann theory, as suggested by Bohinc et al.32 The calculated equation of the effective
thickness can be given as n(xθ) - nd = (1 - θ)(n(0) - nd), where
n(0) is the density of the ions at the closest distance, the maximum
value near the charged surface, nd, is the bulk ion density, and θ is
a fraction for considering the finite ion size. If we choose θ = 0.8
(this value is more appropriate for IL, i.e., a larger ion size), then
the double-layer thickness is 1.7 nm. This value is larger than for
the custom electrolyte and is close to the value of recent experimental results of the double layers of several ILs on a mica
surface.33 Specifically, Shim et al.34 estimated that the effective
screening length is on the order of 1 nm for ILs, in good agreement
with our findings. Moreover, the effective thickness of the double
Langmuir 2010, 26(15), 12667–12672
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Figure 5. Surface charge dependence of average potential energies
at 300 K. The average potential energy consists of cation-cation,
cation-anion, and anion-anion intermolecular interactions as
well as cation-charged and anion-charged surface interactions.

layer is very dependent on the molecular size and molecular
structure of the anion-cation. In general, the effective thickness
increases with increasing counterion size.16,32-34
This special multi-double-layer formation is apparently different from conventional multilayer formation. These separated
cation layers and anion layers stretch into the IL bulk phase. In
our simulation (i.e., on the 12 nm IL liquid slab scale), this
stacking double-layer formation always exists. However, the
concept of the length of this oscillatory multi-double-layer configuration is different from the effective thickness of the double
layer. Beyond the effective thickness of the double layer, the
oscillatory configuration always persists. From the perspective of
physics, such a double-layer formation will have excessively low
entropy. If the surface charge is increased continuously, then
the IL will retain this multi-double-layer formation. The IL multidouble-layer formation also implies that there is a strong unscreened ion effect in our IL system. Hence, the same IL at
different negative charge density surfaces may reconfigure into
different surface formations.
However, we also noticed that the AFM observation of the ILs
on a negatively charged mica surface26 is different from our
results. This may be due to the difference in the surface charge
distribution. Contrary to the electrode surface composed entirely
of negatively charged atoms, there are other positively charged
atoms (i.e., Kþ, Naþ, etc.) within or under the distorted ring of the
negatively charged mica surface cell. Hence, this difference will
result in a phenomenon in which the surface cannot exclude the
anions and construct a separate cation layer. The charge distribution effect of the surface has been confirmed by water adsorption.35,36 It implies that the surface charge density and the surface
charge distribution may collectively affect the surface formation
of ILs.
3.3. Structural Order Transition. It has been revealed that
ILs can readily undergo out-of-order to order transitions or phase
transitions when confined in certain spaces.37,43-45 Because IL
can produce a double-layer stacking formation in liquid adjacent
to highly negatively charged surfaces, we are interested in exploring this IL morphology change further at the charged surface. To
shed more light on this question, we calculated the surface charge
dependence of the potential energy function, as shown in Figure 5.
(41) Gu, Z. Y.; Brennecke, J. F. J. Chem. Eng. Data 2002, 47, 339.
(42) Lindahl, E.; Hess, B.; Van der Spoel, D. J. Mol. Mod. 2001, 7, 306–317.
(43) Sha, M. L.; Wu, G. Z.; Fang, H. P.; Zhu, G. L.; Liu, Y. S. J. Phys. Chem. C
2008, 112, 18584–18587.
(44) Chen, S. M.; Wu, G. Z.; Sha, M. L.; Huang, S. R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007,
129, 2416–2417.
(45) Liu, Y.; Zhang, Y.; Wu, G.; Hu, J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 7456–7457.
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Figure 6. Lateral diffusion coefficients of cation and anion as a
function of surface charge.

Figure 7. Site-site intermolecular radial distribution functions of
the terminal carbon of the butyl side-chain in [Bmim][PF6]. The
data were collected from the whole box including the interfacial
layer.

As the negative charge value is increased, the potential energy
suddenly drops by approximately 3 kJ/mol to within a -0.10 e
range (from -0.015 e to -0.025 e). This sharp reduction in energy
and the large terrace that appears under the highly negatively
charged condition indicate a surface structural order transition
for the IL system. Moreover, this order transition can also be
confirmed by the variation of lateral diffusion coefficient functions of the cation and the anion at differently charged surfaces.
As shown in Figure 6, the lateral diffusion coefficients of the
cation and the anion decrease steeply with increasingly negative
charge in this region. For surface charges exceeding -0.025 e,
the IL phase is a new surface-order formation.
3.4. Double-Layer Formation. Although the new doublelayer formation in the bulk phase is composed of alternate cation
and anion layers, it is still in the liquid state because it lacks
the perfect cell structure and has split density peaks between the
cation and the anion. The potential energy difference between the
bulk liquid of the small negatively charged surface and the doublelayer formation of the highly negatively charged surface is also
relatively small. Hence, the double-layer formation retains liquidstate properties that are similar to those of the bulk liquid state.
However, the lateral diffusion coefficients of the cation and the
anion shown in Figure 6 are much lower than the corresponding
value for the bulk liquid phase or the small negatively charged
surface. This special phenomenon may be partially attributed to
the cluster effect or tail-tail aggregate order.46-48 Recently,
(46) Lopes, J. N. A. C.; Padua, A. A. H. J. Phys. Chem. B 2006, 110, 3330.
(47) Lopes, J. N. A. C.; Gomes, M. F. C.; Padua, A. A. H. J. Phys. Chem. B
2006, 110, 16816–16818.
(48) Wang, Y. T.; Voth, G. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2005, 127, 12192–12193.
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explained as follows: the charged surface induces the surface
phase of IL to adopt a double-layer formation, which inevitably
produces cation-anion separation and cation-cation aggregation. The balance of competition between the head and tail groups
of the cations is influenced by the surface charge. This tail-tail
aggregation is also confirmed by the visual snapshots. Figure 8
shows the snapshots of the polar (imidazolium ring and anion)
and nonpolar (alkyl chain) domains of [Bmim][PF6] at the -0.005 e
and -0.025 e charged surfaces, respectively. It can be observed
that the polar regions obviously decrease (red) and the nonpolar
regions (green) enlarge with the increasingly negative surface
charge. This strong aggregation may result in decreased lateral
diffusion coefficients of the double-layer formation.

4. Conclusions

Figure 8. Snapshots of the polar and nonpolar domains in our
simulation boxes containing 447 ions of [Bmim][PF6] at the -0.005 e
and -0.025 e charged surfaces, respectively. The application of a
coloring code enables clear identification of the charged and nonpolar domains that form in the IL. Green and red colors were
applied to identify the nonpolar and charged domains, respectively.
Cyan was displayed for the negatively charged surface. (a) At the
-0.005 e charged surface. (b) At the -0.025 e charged surface.

Lopes and Padua suggested that ILs with longer alkyl chains
might be separated into two types of regions, nonpolar regions
arising from the aggregation of the alkyl chains and polar regions
arising from charge ordering of the anions and the imidazolium
rings of the cations.46 The polar regions are interconnected to
form a 3D ionic network or “cluster” permeated by nonpolar
regions. Hence, both the polar and the nonpolar regions of the IL
are inevitably affected by the negative surface charge.
To obtain a better understanding of this double-layer formation and the decreased diffusion coefficient, the site-site intermolecular radial distribution functions of the terminal carbon of
the butyl side-chain in [Bmim][PF6], g(r), were computed for the
[Bmim][PF6] IL at the different charged surfaces. The terminal
carbon of the butyl side-chain located in the nonpolar domain can
qualitatively characterize the nonpolar domain properties. The
analysis of the site-site intermolecular radial distribution functions shown in Figure 7 yields a clear picture: the positions of the
first peaks remain constant for the different charges, but the
height of the first peak increases with increasingly negative
charge. This result implies that a tail-tail aggregation appears
during double-layer formation. This tail-tail aggregation may be
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Using atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, we show
herein that a new double-layer formation of the [Bmim][PF6] IL
can be triggered by introducing a negative surface charge. We also
found that the stacking double-layer formation induced by the
surface charge extended completely into the bulk phase, indicating a strong unscreened ion effect in our IL system. Further
investigation revealed that the double-layer formation in the bulk
phase was due to a rapid structural order transition. Different IL
formations, including the conventional adsorption layer and
double-layer formation, can be achieved sequentially by increasing the negative surface charge. Moreover, the diffusibility of the
new double-layer formation in the bulk phase is much lower when
compared to that under the original uncharged condition because
of the tail-tail aggregation of the nonpolar domains in the IL.
These results may provide potential clues for the construction of a
new electrochemical model and may be helpful in the design and
optimization of different electrochemical devices to achieve the
best practical performance.
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